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overview
project abstract

Many old Olympic stadiums are “white
elephants” because they are valuable and
the owners cannot dispose of them, but the
cost of upkeep is out of proportion. This
was proven to be a problem in Beijing
for the 2008 Summer Olympics: Beijing
National Stadium costs $9 million to
maintain annually and there was not a
permanent tenant slated to use the facility.
The stadium has seen only two major events
since the Games concluded. This is a
problem. This project proposes an Olympic
stadium that is designed with a secondary
purpose. London has already taken steps
to improve the problem by constructing a
temporary stadium for its 2012 event. This
is a major step forward, but there are still
unanswered questions. One of the most
important questions: What exactly will it
become after the Games and why? My
project takes the existing site, temporary/
permanent structure, and opportunities for
development as given and proposes the
design and planning of a new Stratford
“neighborhood.” -April 2010
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overview
problem statement

After the Beijing Summer Olympics, the design
standard for venues has become greater
than it was before. The “Birds Nest” and the
“Water Cube” became internationally-known
icons in August of 2008, but have had some
issues with occupancy and use ever since.
Since the conclusion of the games, the “Birds
Nest” has only had one event take place
at the venue which requires $9 million to
maintain on an annual basis. This brings up
the issue of knowing what is going to happen
with the facilities once the Games are over–
London’s answer is a “temporary” approach.
In order to address this problem, London has
planned to construct a temporary stadium for
the upcoming 2012 Summer Olympic Games.
My project is to take this temporary stadium
as given, and propose to serve a different
purpose once the Games are over.
Also, some have criticized the Populous
(formerly HOK Sport) London Olympic Stadium
design as a piece of architecture lacking
creativity and iconic features in comparison
to past Olympic Stadia. When breaking
down this criticism, would everyone have a
different perspective if they could see what
the stadium would become after the Games?
The major question most people ask is this–
“how does London want to be remembered
for the Games?” And how can this project be
temporary, dynamic, sustainable, and iconic?
-April 2010
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After the Beijing Summer Olympics, the design
standard for venues has become greater than
it was before. The “Birds Nest” and the “Water
Cube” became internationally-known icons in
August of 2008, but have had some issues
with occupancy and use ever since. Since the
conclusion of the games, the “Birds Nest” has
only had one event take place at the venue
which requires $9 million to maintain on an
annual basis. This brings up the issue of knowing
what is going to happen with the facilities
once the games are over– London’s answer is
a “temporary” approach. Because of this, the
site will change following the games and much
of the facilities will be transformed to serve a
different purpose. Also, some have criticized
the HOK Sport London Olympic Stadium
design as a piece of architecture lacking
creativity and iconic features in comparison
to past Olympic Stadiums. In response to all
these issues, the question most people ask is–
“how does London want to be remembered
for the Games?” And how can this project be
temporary, sustainable, and iconic?
-April 2009

National Stadium - Beijing
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overview
project definition

Through means of temporary and permanent
concepts developed by Populous, this project
will explore the design and planning of a
new “neighborhood” that will initially
and temporarily adapt from an Olympic
Stadium, the athletics venue for the London
2012 Summer Olympic Games. The poststadium adaptation will include three building
types: free-form multi-use spaces including
entertainment and retail spaces, living spaces,
and commercial spaces. Also, the site will
establish park spaces to add a new form of
development and community to the Stratford
and East London area. -April 2010
5

Through means of temporary and postOlympic use concepts, this project will explore
the design and planning of a new Olympic
Stadium and International Visitors Center for
the London 2012 Summer Olympic Games
and beyond. -April 2009

The life cycle of a stadium becomes more important
with an Olympic Stadium. After to initial purpose
of serving the Games, a plan must be established
to make sure the facility is still in use, one way or
another. In a location where development and
opportunity is lacking but growing, an uplifting
project such as this after the “main event” can
really serve as a catalyst for greater things.
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overview
goals & objectives

+ Using the visual and formal references
to the stadium, the site will become a new
“neighborhood” based off successful
spaces, most notably, the Camden borough
in North London– specifically Camden Lock
Market Area
+ The original Populous design of
temporary and permanent structures will
be used as a template for development
for this project
+ To use all of the temporary structure
+ To target the college student and young
professionals for living accommodations to
attract a new and vibrant opportunity for
Stratford
+ Examine London building proportions
and scales for integration into this project
+ To limit the amount of vehicular traffic
on-site -April 2010
7

As seen on the Olympic Park plan above,
the Olympic Stadium and International
Visitor Center would be connected in some
way with the visitor center providing a
nice segue from the transportation hubs to
the stadium venue. Most importantly, the
purpose of the stadium is to provide the
best possible field-of-play for the athletes.
Secondly, spectator circulation is to be
fluent and spacious limiting congestion from
all corners of the park. The International
Visitors Center, which is not mentioned in
the original master plan, will serve as a hub
for activity during and after the Olympic
Games. This building would have a vast
program including the following: Olympic
Venue Information Kiosks, Auditorium,
Olympic Museum, Food Court, Souvenir
Shop, Currency Exchange, Market Place,
Plaza Space, Transportation Link &
Information Kiosks, and Language Kiosks
with Tour Information, London Information,
Job Opportunities, Accommodation and
Lodging Information, etc. Some of the
sustainable design goals will include the
following:
+ Use the spectator activity and movement
to provide energy by having flooring that
uses the friction from movement to create
heat energy that can be harnessed and
used elsewhere

+ Harness sunlight with solar panels on the
large surface area that the roof canopies
will provide
+ River water and recycled greywater to
irrigate the playing field and landscaping
around the stadium
+ Use of bolted joints on structure for more
efficient disassembling
+ Reuse of on-site recycled materials
London is one of the world’s most multicultural cities. The goal for this project is to
harness the diversity and make it an even
greater reality while adding a personal
and intimate atmosphere to the Games
to make visitors from all over the world
feel more comfortable. The visitor center
would serve as a hub for the games where
people can take care of virtually anything
without leaving the site. The character of
the building shall provide an extensive mix
of styles and cultures that can embody
“timeless time” and “spaceless space.” The
visitor center will serve as a great venue
for the Stratford area once the games are
over still remaining as a community hub for
tourists, visitors, and locals as well.
-April 2009

2012 Olympic Stadium - London
[photos taken Feb 2009]
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overview
proposed site

n
The proposed site is located in the east
London borough of Stratford between the
Old River Lee, the City Mill River, and the
Old Pudding Mill River. Another branch of
this system, St. Thomas’ Creek, 200 meters to
the south, completes an “island” surrounded
by water. Two hundred meters to the east is
the Waterworks River, where on the eastern
bank sits the Aquatics Centre. This “island”
site for the stadium lies at the southern end
of the Olympic Park. The existing waterways
will be modified to surround the stadium,
and access will be via several footbridges
positioned around the building’s perimeter.
These footbridges will be where admission
is controlled so once you cross over to the
Stadium island, you are free to walk around
the stadium at your own ease.
9
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research & analysis
timeline of

olympic stadia

[1900]

Athens - 1896

London - 1908

Berlin - 1936

[1950]

Rome - 1960

Mexico City - 1968
Munich - 1972

[2000]

The Colosseum - Rome

11
Beijing - 2008

what’s the next tr end in stadium form?

social impact on stadium form?
social Impact on design
As time moved on, there were some trends in the
shape of stadiums and much of that had to do with
how society was perceived at the time. The first
athletics venue in Athens had a very tight U-shape
where everyone was very close to the action, but the
spectators on the straight sides had the best point of
view. The next phase was the seating having a direct
reference to the shape of the track; two straight sides
and then the curves on the ends. The Olympic Stadium
in White City (London) had this shape which held the
same social characteristics as the venue in Athens– only
this time the track was regulation size similar to track
dimensions today. In the 1930s, Los Angeles and Berlin
hosted the Olympics at venues with an elliptical shape
that did not have any straight sides. Since then, most
designs have held this particular shape for not only the
establishment of a social community purposes, but for
everyone to have the best view possible close to the
action (many facilities started to have multiple tiers as
well). Many people credit the Colosseum in Rome as
being one of the first elliptical-shaped stadiums in the
world– and at that time, the superiors sat on the lower
level at the end.

When looking at the stadium sections and how they
changed over time, the number of tiers began to
increase. A number of reasons influenced this to
happen as stadiums were being constructed, and
ultimately, construction costs early on were a big
reason why most stadiums were built with only one tier.
Also, the Olympic Games gained popularity through
time which led to the accommodation factor of making
more seats available, but that is not entirely true
considering the large variation in stadium capacity in
the past 100 years. Much of the popularity came by
way of television exposure and international conflict
resolution. Another reason for more tiers was the
dwindling portrayal of an even society which became
a popular design motive in the mid 1900s. More tiers
meant more VIP seating and similar facilities, which in
return added more hierarchy to those particular seats
compared to everywhere else.

what’s the next trend in stadium form?
A new trend in stadium planning becomes the importance
of year-round use. Alternative uses for sporting venues
is an idea that has been challenging with any stadium
design or redevelopment. But how does stadium form
impact a trend? The elliptical form has become the
most reasonable and practical athletic stadium form
for a number of reasons, most importantly the best
viewing orientation for all spectators. But now, the
idea of movable or removable parts of a stadium for
cost-effective alternatives become an intriguing topic
to explore. To many people, an 80,000+ capacity
stadium in the off-season becomes an overpowering
mass of dead space. Exploring and applying a way
to scale a facility down could be the first way to look at
making a large stadium more welcoming for alternative
uses. Having removable sections and a removable
playing surface can open up the space and allow for
more efficient circulation and programmatic expansion.
Now, an overall design process and planning which
includes a stadium form to best accommodate for
removable or movable parts for alternative uses
becomes imperative.
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research & analysis
olympic stadia analysis
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Panathinaiko Stadium - Athens

Olympic Stadium - Barcelona
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research & analysis
typology of stadia
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Sydney, Australia

Kansas City, USA

Melbourne, Australia

Cricket Stadia
Cricket, a popular sport in the UK, South Africa,
Australia, and New Zealand, has a similar orientation
to that of baseball, only the cricket grounds have more
of a circular or softened square shape. The key that
makes cricket different from other sports is that the
action takes place in the center of the playing field, and
then everything revolves around that. Like baseball,
there is a person throwing and person hitting, and then
there are players running and defending. The rules of
the game have similarities, but because of the different
orientation and layout of the playing field, the shape
takes a different look. Because the action takes place
in the very center of the field, cricket grounds take on
a larger overall space than a baseball field. Typically,
you see lots of grandstands that have been built at
different times filling in the perimeter of the playing
field. Aesthetically, this adds a different approach of
design eras and character, which is unlike many other
stadium types.

Baseball Stadia
The sport of baseball requires a more complicated
configuration and seating arrangement than that
of football, soccer, or rugby. In the early 1900s,
specialized baseball stadia began to be constructed
in the urban areas of American cities in the middle of
the demographic they served. This was the common
theme until the second half of the century when the new
stadia, that oftentimes served baseball and football,
was being built in the suburbs of the cities where surface
parking became just as important as the stadium itself.
Just like football, the wave of new baseball stadiums
were built only for the one sport serving a typical
“baseball orientation” and nothing else. Stadia began
to have more character integrating themselves back
into the urban fabric of the urban/downtown areas
of the city. In most cases, cities looked to build new
stadiums as a rejuvenation effort for struggling and
run-down urban areas. Overall, these efforts have
tended to work bringing revenue to not only the sports
franchise, but adjacent attractions.

Tennis Stadia
When most people think of tennis venues, they think of
places like Wimbledon- a prestigious facility of over
50 courts, most of which have a grass playing surface.
Most tennis courts, including those at Wimbledon,
provide an intimate setting of tight spectator clusters
on top of the action. Because the fans are so close
to the action and the seating is usually more steep,
the sound tends to reverberate more often than other
sports facilities. Spectator distance from the court
varies from place to place, and the reverberation
sometimes depends on the court material. Tennis stadia
can often be seen as an outdoor basketball or hockey
arena because of the similarities in seating capacity.
Typically, tennis facilities only enclose box seats, suites,
club seating, and restaurants, thus leaving everything
else exposed. Recently, a number of venues have
decided to add a retractable roof to relieve inclement
weather and temperature issues.

Tokyo, Japan

Newcastle, UK

Kansas City, USA

Olympic Stadia
In the early 1900s, Olympic stadia were being
built for the purpose of track and field events. A
distinguished factor becomes accommodating for the
track surface and the infield which holds all the field
events. Early on, athletic stadia were designed in the
natural landscape oftentimes carved out the earth into
hillsides and cliffs typical of theatres. On the other
hand, stadia like Berlin’s in 1936 were designed for
political power and demonstration with monumental
colonnades and heavy materials.
As time moved
forward, many athletic stadia began to have circular,
more functional plans with column-free concourse levels
and better overall aesthetic appeal. Also, the canopy
covering the spectators became an important piece of
architecture. This became more evident in 1972 when
Behnisch and Otto designed a remarkable complex
for the Olympics which took place in Munich, Germany.
In the 80s, cities began to think about alternative uses
for the facilities after the Olympic games; these cities
include Atlanta, Barcelona, and Montreal.

Soccer Stadia
Seen as more of popular venue in Europe and South
America, soccer (aka football) facilities come in all
different shapes and sizes. In the UK, most stadia are
designed solely for soccer having a four grandstands
along each side of the pitch. As the most popular
sport, a becomes a tradition to have the spectators
very close and on top of the action. Rarely in the UK in
recent years do you see facilities having an orientation
capable of accommodating any sport other than soccer
and possibly rugby. In mainland Europe, a number of
football clubs have specifically designed their facility
to have multiple uses for revenue and community
purposes. South America tends to have a number
similarities to that of mainland European stadia in that
it incorporates sports other than soccer. Oftentimes, a
track borders the soccer pitch which pushes back the
spectators more than a stadia in the UK. Also, South
American stadia have greater capacities reaching near
or over 100,000 spectators, a trend not uncommon to
some facilities in Europe and Asia as well.

Football Stadia
The American football stadia grew in popularity as
its own entity in the mid 1900s when they evolved
into large, single-tier, elliptical facilities. These types
of stadia would include the Rose Bowl in Pasadena,
California and Michigan Stadium in Ann Arbor,
Michigan where the spectators become quite distant
from the field of play in the higher rows. In the 1970s,
stadia in the United States attempted to maximize
revenue by making a configuration for both football
and baseball. This trend lasted a generation after
many of the facilities lacked character and ideal
seating configurations considering how different the
shapes of the playing fields are. Most of these stadia
had to incorporate movable seating systems within a
circular or skewed-circular floor plan shape. Within
recent years, all new football stadiums follow the form
of the football field with more of a rectangular shape
with seating on all four sides, oftentimes continuous
unlike a soccer pitch in the UK.
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research & analysis
stadia precedents

Movable Stadia
Back when stadia were built to accommodate multiple
sports like football and baseball, stadiums like
Candlestick Park (3Com Park) in San Francisco had
movable seats to conform to each respective sport.
One of the issues with this was the playing surface- a
dirt infield for baseball was on the football playing
field presenting an unappealing aesthetic. This situation
was more present in the U.S. at other stadiums like
Qualcomm Stadium (San Diego), Veterans Stadium
(Philadelphia), Three Rivers Stadium (Pittsburgh), the
Land Shark Stadium (Miami), and more. In recent
years, there has become a new dimension in movable
stadia- this time it involves retractable roofs. Stadia
like Commerzbank Arena (Frankfurt, Germany) uses
a flexible PVC membrane to enclose the facility and
cover the playing field. Other stadia, especially for
baseball, have developed heavier structures that
can be moved over the playing field. These stadia
would include Safeco Field (Seattle), Reliant Stadium
(Houston), Miller Park (Milwaukee), and the Rogers
Centre aka SkyDome (Toronto).
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Permanently Morphed Stadia
A stadium of which could fall under the category
of post-Olympic stadia as well would be Atlanta
Centennial Stadium. In 1996, the stadium held all
the athletic events for the Summer Olympic Games
and then eventually became the home for the Atlanta
Braves, a major league baseball team. It was decided
before the stadium design that it would be a phased
project that would become the most economical in
the long-term. Many stadia have been added onto
through the years because of added expectations and
events such as other sports or major sporting events like
the Super Bowl or World Cup. This facility serves a
good precedent simply because it was predetermined
that it would be phased into an alternative use
once the Olympic Games were over. The notion of
deconstruction and forward-planning becomes a great
precedent for my project.

Centennial Olympic Stadium/Turner Field - Atlanta
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research & analysis
post-olympic stadia

Beijing National Stadium Future Plans
After nearly five months after the conclusion of the
2008 Summer Olympic Games in Beijing, the iconic
Beijing National Stadium, or “Bird’s Nest” is officially
looking to serve another purpose. Over the next 3-5
years, Citic Group of China will work to develop and
convert the massive facility into an entertainment and
shopping center. The plan is to still hold sporting and
cultural events inside the stadium while these changes
are taking place and being implemented. The venue
has been a major tourist destination for thousands of
people over the last year, but now, there will be more
to see, buy, and do. Citig Group and the Beijing Urban
Construction Group are both looking for this idea to
be a driving force to keep the facility upbeat and
maintainable. The facility has gone through a major
dead-period of very few events taking place making
it difficult to have reasons for upkeep and aesthetic
appeal, inside and out. It still remains a major symbol
for China, but an alternative use had to be requested
and implemented in hopes of keeping the venue alive.
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Munich Olympic Park
The Munich Olympic Park Complex was one-of-akind back when it was constructed in the early 1970s.
Today, it still remains a marvelous site to see as waving
sheets of steel and transparency cover the hills and
parkspace. This area of Munich as become a tourist
trap because of two major things; the Olympic Park
and the BMW Headquarters. These two major
destinations have allowed for people all over the world
to experience areas other than downtown Munich and
other attractions near the city. The architecture at the
park speaks for itself, but the development around the
architecture lacks an energy that it once had. It truly
is a park with a pond and a lookout hill that people
can calm themselves and relax in, but other than that, it
doesn’t do much else. The Olympic Stadium gets used
occasionally for soccer matches and athletic events,
but it does not serve as a permanent home for any
professional team, and nor do the other facilities like
the water complex and the arena. Intriguingly enough,
a destination for some is the tall tower on site to see all
corners of Munich.

Olympic Complex - Munich
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research & analysis
stadium program
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Program Analysis
With the two programs, it is important to see what
elements can transfer from one to the other. The greenhighlighted areas show certain spaces or ideas that can
be carried over, for instance, the security and property
management. Also, special attributes such as a fitness
center can be implemented into the new program to
accommodate for the local residents. The quality of
these spaces would have an opportunity to be very
high and state-of-the-art considering most of the best
athletes in the world would have trained and warmedup in the same quarters. It is essential that a decent
quantity of building support elements get carried over
so the infrastructure can establish the framework for
a dynamic program, but the true success of a project
comes when people learn to love, understand, live, and
use the space.
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research & analysis
temporary architecture

Though architecture is meant to be a permanent as
possible, the concept of temporary projects are becoming
an enticing and ambitious challenge. Temporary
buildings are often stripped to the bare essentials,
taking on a minimalist approach of construction and
assemblage. Because of dwindling resources and
environmental issues, the idea of sustainability plays
a greater role with temporary architecture, especially
as plans for the future become more unreliable and
buildings become more obsolete quicker than before.
With temporary buildings or installations, the location’s
potential and finding a solution appropriate for
the space becomes most crucial. It may prove to be
more helpful to construct a temporary structure that
can identify a locations potential before building
a permanent sustainable structure. Some pieces of
temporary architecture are meant to not leave a trace
after being dismantled, but some are meant to have a
long-lasting effect. Many are supposed to transform,
improve, or reinterpret spaces for a short period of
time and some may disappear, but oftentimes, the
spaces are never the same again.
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Temporary architecture exhibition near Great Russell Street - flickr.com
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research & analysis
temporary stadium analysis

When thinking about a temporary stadium, a number
of facilities have spaces for bleachers that become
temporary and only used when needed. But why does
temporary have to be bleachers, or individual chairs,
or something that “looks” temporary? Does temporary
always look like it can be moved? In this case, concrete
and steel might become temporary. They will be
removable in order to serve an alternative purpose
following their initial purpose, which is creating the
structure for seating and levels. On the previous page,
the thought of temporary structure becoming ‘hidden’
or ‘celebrated’ was mentioned. There is no reason
to hide something like a joint connection whether it
looks temporary or not. Because of this, it should be
celebrated and seen and then people wouldn’t even
know the temporary nature of the project. Or perhaps
they would question how it becomes a temporary
or movable component.
With some temporary,
the assembly of the parts to make the ‘whole’ are
imperative to the success of a project and how someone
can experience the project. Detailed, exaggerated,
and exposed language of how the components are
bolted and tied together becomes an important aspect
of how the project can have a positive influence on
temporary architecture.
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temporary stadium analysis
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temporary stadium analysis
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research & analysis
temporary stadium analysis
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temporary stadium analysis
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research & analysis
site analysis

The site in Stratford is undergoing a major change in
development currently as time leads up to the Olympic
Games in 2012. Some visuals to the right show some
renders and live images of a few venues surrounding
the Olympic Athletics Stadium. All of which, besides
the Stratford Underground Station, have been or are
in the process of being constructed for the Games and
beyond.
The Stratford City mixed use development is planned
to have everything from entertainment and shopping
to office space and parking garages. Just to the north
of that will be the Stratford International Train Station
that is in the process of connecting East London to St.
Pancras-Kings Cross Station to the west and ultimately
Paris, France to the east. Because of this new station,
London is anticipating a vast number of visitors to the
park from mainland Europe come late summer 2012.
The next two images down show the Stratford Olympic
Village and Aquatic Center. The Olympic Village will
accommodate the athletes during the Games and then
become student housing for a university that will find
a home on the east side of the complex. The aquatic
center will remain an aquatic and fitness center for
public use and competition swimming, diving, water
sports, etc. On the bottom left, a render shows the
digital media center which will serve as a home for all
the communications and media during the Games. PostOlympics, the building will be reused by the university’s
creative digital media department– an area of focus
for the university along with sports science research. The
Stratford Underground Station, which underwent some
renovation work over the past years to prepare for the
heavier pedestrian traffic, will be a major circulation
hub for the Games along with the International Station.
Both will serve as busy points of activity following the
Games as well.

Stratford City mixed use development (render)

Stratford International Train Station

Stratford Olympic Village (render)

Aquatic Center (render)

Digital Media Center (render)

Stratford Underground Station
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site analysis
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site analysis
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research & analysis
site analysis

Transportation
Not only is construction booming out at the Stratford
site, but the importance of transportation is becoming
more accommodating as well. The major addition to the
area is Stratford International station, a vital connection
from Central London to the heart of the Olympic Park.
This is a proposed railway station located in Stratford
in the London Borough of Newham in East London. The
station has been built as part of work on the second
phase of High Speed 1 and reached completion in
April 2006. The station forms part of the Stratford
City redevelopment and It is not yet in use, although
Eurostar services to and from St. Pancras International
pass through it. The station will eventually be served
by Eurostar and Southeastern services on High Speed
1, as well as acting as the northern terminus of the
Stratford International branch of the Docklands Light
Railway (DLR). The station will open on December 13,
2009 when Southeastern service begins its domestic
high-speed trains between St. Pancras and Kent.
The station is on High Speed 1 between St. Pancras
International and Ebbsfleet International station. It is
currently situated about 400m from nearby Stratford
Regional station, which is a major commuter rail and
tube transport hub. The new station has four platforms
and is bisected by a ramp used by empty stock trains
to get out of the station trench in order to reach the
depot at Temple Mills.
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Javelin/Euro
st

ar Line

St. Pancras-Kings
Cross Station will
connect Central
London to East
London/Stratford

The Javelin from St. PancrasKings Cross along with
the Central Underground
Line will serve as major
transportation lines from
Central London to Stratford

St. Pancras-Kings
Cross Station in
Central London

Along with Stratford Regional and West Ham stations,
Stratford International will be one of the three gateway
stations to the London 2012 Games. During the games,
this new entrance and exit at Stratford International will
improve the flow of spectators getting on and off the
high speed Javelin shuttle service to the Olympic Park.
The Javelin® will run from St. Pancras International
Station to Stratford International, and then on to
Ebbsfleet in Kent east of London before ultimately
making it to Paris, France. The new entrance and exit
will also shorten the walking distance to Stratford
Regional Station by about 200m and provide better
access to the new Stratford City shopping development.
The benefits of this transportation system becomes more
than just crucial travel link for the games. Below is a
list of other benefits to the Stratford area:
+ Bring new jobs, homes, shops and other leisure
facilities to the area

Eu
Lo ros
nd ta
on r ro
to ute
Pa fr
ris om

+ Improve public transport capacity, reliability,
accessibility and frequency
+ Increase employment opportunities in the Lea Valley
and other parts of east and south east London
+ Offer passengers an environmentally friendly
alternative to the car

Courtesy of LCACC

Gare du Nord Station
in Paris will be a major
hub for visitors from
mainland Europe to
London

+ Significantly improve orbital journey opportunities
between north, northeast, east and southeast London
+ Meet the travel demands associated with the 2012
Olympic and Paralympic Games
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research & analysis
temporary vs permanent

On the previous spread, zones were presented in
terms of highest activity potential, with one (1) having
the most potential. After calculating some numbers to
figure the approximate square meters, a rundown of
what the permanent architecture can have within the
program becomes necessary. The following presents
some program options considering the context on site
in the post-Olympic time frame, and what places within
that context, can serve as a hub for activity:
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Zones 1,2, 3:
		
		
		
		
		
		
		
		
		
		
		
		
		

Main Entry/Atrium (All)
Union (University)
Library (University)
Multicultural Center (University)
Food Court (Shopping Center)
Computer Labs (Digital Media Ctr)
Theater (Entertainment)
Commons Area (All)
Olympics Hall of Fame (Olympics)
Shops (Shopping Center)
Offices (Mixed Use)
Rec Center (University/Olympics)
Pubs (Mixed Use)
Sit-down Restaurants (Mixed Use)

Zones 4,5,6,7:
		
		
		

Residential Units (University/Public)
Clubhouse/Commons (Tenants)
Parking (All)
Fitness Center (Tenants)

What stays and what goes becomes important, and so
does the idea of what the permanent becomes. On this
spread, imagery shows how the construction may take
place. Phasing would be crucial when morphing from
the primary purpose to the secondary, even though the
secondary is very important as well. The photos on the left
show stadiums where concrete is used as a base for the
structure and then temporary steel is assembled above
for seating. The middle two photos show permanence
by using all concrete for the base structure and seating
above. In the two photos on the right, movable systems
require steel because of the complexity of the task and
the necessary dynamicism.
Photos above to the right: Permanent concrete base with temporary steel structure

Above photos: Concrete structure and seating

Movable steel roof (top) and movable steel seating (bottom)
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research & analysis
high-tech architecture

High-tech architecture is a movement that originated
in the 1960s when aspects of design were driven
by technological optimism and progress. A synergy
between mass production and extreme functionalism
has often characterized this movement, as technology
has continued to redefine architecture. Then again,
architecture has redefined technology in a number
of ways also. The style of construction became
classified as a rationalized industrial process in which
the building was structured to create neutral, flexible,
and expendable environments. The later works have
developed into an increasingly diffuse and complex
style. Also, recent designs embrace more concern
towards social responsiveness, energy use, renewed
urbanism, and ecological awareness. Now, technology
is driven more towards achieving particular needs as
opposed to aesthetic glory. For example, a complex
structural system today would have other purposes such
as high-insulated cladding panels or an environmental
control system electronically controlled by building user
demand.
A number of architects, like Renzo Piano
and Thom Mayne have used structural engineering,
computer and ecological sciences, and materials to
develop an articulate and visionary style. It is said
that the creation of architecture that incorporates new
technologies entails breaking apart from the idea of
a static world; a world where nothing added or taken
away was the norm. The new concept is for hightech architecture involves improvisation done in an
indeterminate manner containing permanence and
conversion.
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Thom Mayne

Enric Miralles

Ian Ritchie

Nicholas Grimshaw
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research & analysis
high-tech precedents

Morphosis’ Hypo Alpe-Adria Center in Austria uses a
dynamic juxtaposition of volumes evoking a shifting
in tectonic plates, yet it strives to establish nodes of
stability within turbulence. Colliding and superimposing
fragments are themselves incomplete, forming a
network of forms that extend beyond the limits of the
building itself. The forms are triangulated around an
open pedestrian forum, and the entrance is implied
by the outgrowth of the large canopy. The deformed
and complex irregular nature of the building suggests
movement and constant shifting of planes and layers.
A unique progression expression is evident as a whole,
but it is comprised of multiple organizational systems
of layered quality– a staple in Thom Mayne’s work
with Morphosis.
An area of exploration from this project is the idea of
suggesting movement and irregularity. Considering the
temporary versus permanent discussion, perhaps the
temporary elements of the building take on a dynamic
look of instable expressions suggesting that piece of
architecture can be moved or adjusted.
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The intriguing aspect of Renzo Piano’s New York Times
Building is the curtain wall system and the articulate
details. Piano’s way with expressing the link between
the newspaper and city with a transparent and
permeable skin showing the circulation of people
inside the high-rise. This was done using glass curtain
walls and a scrim of white ceramic tubes. Not only
is the scrim used as a sunscreen, but also as a means
of reflecting Manhattan’s bright shimmering colors into
the space. Also, the building uses the ground floor for
mixed use purposes (public auditorium, restaurants
and shops that intended to be street-side). A thing
that Piano does very well is the use of transparency
and how vision can play with the perception of spacial
quality– most notably in an orderly fashion.
Some ideas to incorporate from the New York Times
Building would be the idea of the scrim louver system.
It would be necessary for energy purposes first off, and
then the idea of being able to detach them if necessary
and use them elsewhere becomes a desirable design
tactic.
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research & analysis
high-tech temporary

In the book Transportable Environments- Theory,
Context Design and Technology by Robert Kronenburg,
transportable and dynamic environments are analyzed
and discussed. He mentions that permanent buildings
are an intrinsic part of the aspirations and requirements
of society as a whole and a replacement form of
architecture is neither required nor desired. Thus, this
idea of portable architecture in construction has been
ignored in terms of the opportunities that it presents
for appropriate solutions to problems. More recent
lightweight structures use innovative yet necessary
assembly tactics that can create a valid contemporary
source of influence in the same manner. Materials,
techniques, and systems for these buildings possess the
potential to cross-over into other building industries.
Cities, buildings, and communities are always subject
to change and there always be a need for a response
to evolution of technology and ecological demands.
The demand for an appropriate response to external
factors is having a greater effect on architecture than
ever before. Because of this, researching a better
solution under the changing conditions and looking for
flexible alternatives that become inherent in movable/
removable structures.
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General Kinetic Typologies
Kinetic architecture: buildings and/or building components with variable mobility,
location, and/or geometry.

goal

temporary architecture becomes high-tech architecture

Pros of High-Tech Architecture
+ Use of technology to provide solutions and
information for design problems
+ Use of ecological/environmental software for
building systems and renewable energy opportunities
+ Revealing support and structural elements can
create more aesthetic interest of how the building is
assembled
+ Buildings have strong structural identity and quality
+ Renews the belief that the power and progression
of technology can improve lifestyle
+ Buildings still possess functional and purposeful
elements even though industrial look is visible
+ Reveals the latest in technological advances for the
betterment of design and nature
+ Revolutionary materials are often implemented for
better environmental control
+ Layering and screening on facades can lead to
greater protection and longevity to the building

Cons of High-Tech Architecture
+ Excessive detail and material use can drive costs
higher than what’s necessary
+ Structural expressionism can often be over-done
+ Exposed technical elements and buildings systems
could be problematic
+ Often disregards the cultural history of a place or
location
+ Layering within the building exterior can lead to more
mishaps of structural issues and difficult maintenance
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intent & conceptual design
site proposals

Newham
Waltham Forest

Olympic Village

Stratford City

Stratford
International
Station

Stratford
Underground
Station

Aquatic Center

River Lea
Olympic Stadium
University

During the Olympic Games
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Digital Media
Center
Hackney

Tower Hamlets

Waltham Forest

Newham
Olympic Village,
Stratford
Stratford City
Arts Academy,
Underground
and three Primary
Station
Schools
Stratford
International
Public Aquatic
Station
Center

After the Olympic
Games

River Lea

University

Mixed Use for
surrounding
context

Digital Media
Academic Building
Hackney

Tower Hamlets
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intent & conceptual design
site schemes
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intent & conceptual design
high-tech permanent application

Morgan Library (Renzo Piano)

Chicago Art Institute (Renzo Piano)

Wexner Center (Peter Eisenman)
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high-tech temporary
application
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intent & conceptual design
public spaces

Overview
Public Spaces like parks become staples for interaction
and activity within an urban environment. Some
provide greenspace and so do not, but a common goal
is similar for all instances. This goal involves a implied
openness to communicate and mesh with strangers and
unfamiliar people. Whether a cup of coffee is being
sipped or a newspaper is being read, public spaces
provide different purposes for different people. All in
all, these spaces tends to shape how the city revolves,
evolves and takes a break from the daily grind.
Waterplace Park in Providence, Rhode Island was
finished in 1994 as a 3/4 mile stretch of cobblestonepaved pedestrian walkways along a controlled
waterway. A number of bridges connect both sides
of this public space as most of the riverwalk area is
below street level and automotive traffic. The park
also has a vast amount of greenspace and a multi-use
building (mall) just to the west of the park. This area
of downtown Providence is home to number of events
including music festivals, food festivals, and water
events.
Markets of Trajan in Rome, built between 107 and
110 AD, reveals a concave form of warehouses, shops,
and offices where business and purchasing goods
would take place. Today, this is considered an ancient
“shopping center” where the form creates a defined
space for interaction and collaboration.
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Analysis
Public plaza spaces can provide an environment that
can be shared and experience by all. That kind of
statement means a lot when it comes to making the most
of a space and using it and defining it to its greatest
potential. Like many things, public spaces like to be in
areas where it is exposed to the sun. Having a space
for people to experience in the sunlight can allow for
more architectural features like trellises and awnings to
create and cover spaces to provide shade. Also, trees
and landscaping then soften the space and add more
architectural space definition while possibly adding
shade too. Also, having seats and places of rest be
movable can allow the spaces to become operable
and dynamic. Spaces, activity, and circulation may
change which can change how the space be defined.
Once an efficient means for organization can be
established, a system can then be used to control the
best possible layout. Also, walkable covered spaces
where pedestrians can experience the built environment
but still get to their destination can make for a better
overall development. Forcing people to walk through
spaces can create a stronger sense of place and see
existing features that they wouldn’t see otherwise.

1 km

Conclusion
With the development of the post-Olympic process
relying on the infrastructure of the stadium shape, a
public space may serve as an important aspect to help
morph the form of what the stadium is to become. In the
two examples on the opposite page, one uses an open
and recessed space with a water feature to define
an area for multiple uses in setting full of great views
and various entertainment and shopping traps to keep
people engaged in activity. Having a water feature
tends to attract people; they don’t necessarily want to
touch it, but they want to be near it. It has such a quiet
power that really attracts people because of its tranquil
nature and flowing capabilities for other lifeforms worth
being infatuated with. Secondly, the Markets of Trajan
add an example of how a concave form can represent
a space of welcome and collaboration. The form simply
harnesses activity and smoothly transitions a straightforward walking pattern into a curved pattern intended
to slow movement and make people interact with the
conditions around them. The features characteristic of
these two examples become important in the analysis
of how public spaces begin to be defined.

in the image below, the blue mar kers
show where the major mar kets are
located in london. the olympic site,
highlighted on the right side of the
image, does not have a mar ket within
3 miles of the site - the need for a new
mar ket is necessary for stratford
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intent & conceptual design
mixed-use development

Overview
Mixed-use development is the practice of allowing
multiple uses in a building or a building set. Oftentimes,
a combination of uses such as commercial, residential,
institutional, industrial, and others would make up the
building program in terms of planning zone terms.
Through time, the most primitive cases of mixed-use
development came in cities with high-density where
buildings had multiple levels; retail and commercial on
the ground level and residential space on the levels
above.
Analysis
Mixed-use development has become a major
component in progressive urban design. In an urban
setting, it becomes necessary to have a mixture of
uses within close walking distance of each other. By
mixed uses, different activities are allowed to rub and
intermix with one another fostering more complex and
intertwined human relations and thus more interesting
places. It all becomes purposeful because human
connections a created, similar to that of a public
space like a park. Although, the mix of activities don’t
exactly create anything notable. The combination of
these uses have to make sense in regard to what is
next to what. Separation of conflicting uses becomes
a necessary point to make, for instance, a pub should
not go next to or near a family residence with younger
children.
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Conclusion
Mixing uses can serve to valuable in a location like the
London Olympic Stadium. Development and activity is
already gaining anticipation and the Games are still
over two years away. A mixed-use environment can
lead to a resilient and stimulating social community sure
to attract great varieties of people. The key is also
identifying conflict points between uses. A shopping
center can not be next to a residential unit for obvious
reasons. Housing wants a tranquil environment while
shopping characterizes walking and constant movement
and conversation. Separate entrances for residential
and commercial use can relieve of security and noise
issues that will happen on a day-to-day basis. Also,
the site in Stratford is becoming a major transportation
hub at multiple locations. At those nodes of activity,
mixed-use tends to make a lot of sense simply because
of the activity that people in transport already
provide. When changing mode of transportation, it
seems convenient to purchase something while waiting
for the next move to make. With the overall scheme of
post-Olympic development, the residential capabilities
add a staple of settlement for future uses. Then again,
some smaller retail and commercial uses can ease their
way into a low-key environment and add economic
stability, security, and safety because of the increased
numbers to the daytime population.
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intent & conceptual design
public space analysis
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intent & conceptual design
conceptual schemes

Overview
On the east side of the site, the public space would
be defined by a crescent-shaped plaza/market area
bordered by the waterways. Also, the building on the
east side would serve as the main public attractions
to the site like a theater, food court, retail, offices,
etc. Beyond the public entity on the site would be
a recreational area that would include the existing
track which could be removable from the space for
alternative purposes. This recreational area and
canal would serve as a buffer between the public and
private spaces. More of the private spaces would be
located on the west side of the site which would include
residential and smaller retail spaces.
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Overview
Similar to the first scheme, the public plaza and
market space takes on a crescent shape for a more
inviting formal quality. Also, on one of the sides, an
amphitheater or outdoor theater would fit into a cove
of the building to serve as another public feature
for multiple purposes. The canal would still serve as
buffer between the public and private spaces, and
in this scheme, the track and field surface would slide
under the plaza/market space to accommodate which
function is taking place. On the west side of the site,
the structure would incorporate more of the private
entities on site include residential or hotel space along
with some smaller retail spaces.
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process documentation
transformable spaces

Condo-Hotels
A condo-hotel offers anyone the opportunity to own
an elegant and exquisitely furnished hotel room in
some of the most desirable locations in the world.
Since this is a purchase, the buyer not only gets a
deed to a property, which allows him to sell or transfer
the room/suite whenever he chooses, but also profit
from tax benefits and real estate appreciation. When
the room/suite owner is using his room/suite, he has
access to all of the amenities of the hotel including
its restaurants and spas. When not in use, the owner
can make his room/suite available to rent through
the hotels rental program. The condo hotel concept
allows you to purchase and obtain full ownership of
a condominium in a luxury hotel/resort. As an owner,
you have the option to use your condo hotel suite when
you choose. When you are not occupying your suite,
you have the option of placing your unit in the hotel’s
rental management program and you will receive a
percentage of the revenue. The management company
is responsible for the housekeeping, maintenance, and
rental services. A condo hotel suite is a hassle-free
upscale vacation home.
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Source:
http://www.condhotel.com/EN-FAQ-condhotel-condo-hotel-condotel.html

Transparent/Translucent Movable Walls
Popular in office settings, adding transparency
and visibility into spaces really can make a great
difference with spacial quality and volume perception.
Meeting rooms and office space sized-rooms have the
tendency to appreciate the need for transparency and
daylighting into the interior spaces.

Opaque Movable Walls
Walls that can be moved to change the size of space
in a multipurpose volume oftentimes include opaque
surfaces where nothing can be seen beyond the barrier.
These types of walls can be great dividers for spaces
that take on totally different purposes especially when
a connection to what is outside the walls becomes
irrelevant.

Opaque High-Volume Movable Walls
These partitions are great for more of a public setting
where greater events in larger spaces are taking
place. Places with higher ceiling and greater masses
of people often contain not only these movable and
foldable walls, but also take into consideration more
of the acoustics the space can provide. As mentioned
before, events that include speakers, music, etc. will
require more attention to how these walls diffuse and
reverberate sound.
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process documentation
site focal points

Olympic Site Towers
There have been a number of Olympic sites that have
included some kind of iconic tower that has stayed
constant in the post-Olympic context. Some of the them
have been for observation, communications (television,
radio, etc.), lighting the torch, and so on. All of them
have also taken on different shapes in sizes taking on
more of a monumental form or even a sculptural form.
Today, these focal points are still recognized and tied
in with their respective Olympic Games and the years
they took place. The negative of these structures has
become their lack of use over the years following the
athletic events. Most of the examples are in parks
where people rarely explore anymore because the
surrounding elements are not used or are outdated
compared to other comparable locations.
The Good
The best examples of these iconic towers and focal
points are the ones that don’t exactly take away
from the athletic venue in terms of recognition, but
they remain a constant symbol of the Olympic Games
representing the city is located in. Some towers are
also much higher than others; oftentimes, the higher they
are, the more successful they are as a place of tourism,
observation, and visitor attraction. Also, multiple uses
is helpful considering most of these towers were built
as communication towers primarily. If alternative uses
like an observation deck, restaurant, multi-use space,
theater, etc. were included, the tower may have more
longevity in terms of success through tourism. Munich’s
Olympiaturm Tower has an overall height of 291m
with an observation deck, restaurant, and a rock and
roll museum that has attracted over 35 million visitors
since 1968 (as of 2004).
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Munich

Barcelona

The Bad
The worst examples of these towers have much to
do with what is used around them. In the case of the
Montreal Olympic Tower, it is connected to the athletic
venue incorporating an observation tower, restaurant,
cocktail rooms, mixed-use spaces, etc. The stadium
today does not house a main tenant, and it has had a
on-going record of financial and structural problems
(the stadium was not completed by the 1976 Summer
Olympic Games and did not get completed until the
1980s). Having the connection to what the city calls
a “white elephant” makes for difficult situation getting
people to comes and see what is happening on site
especially when the setting is not in the downtown area.
The facility has found some uses a times throughout
the year, but things started getting worse when the
Montreal Expos left and went to Washington D.C. and
the Canadian Football team (Montreal Alouettes) built
a smaller new stadium. Because of the lack of activity
around the facility, the 45-degree inclined tower has
not been quite enough to attract the tourism it was
originally hoping for. Though the city of Montreal
has mixed feelings about the complex, it is the tallest
inclined tower in the world and prides itself as a
member of the World Federation of Great Towers.

Montreal

Beijing
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process documentation
london climate

Climate and Orientation
As for the climate in London, July and August serve
as the warmest months year-round; those being the
two months when the games are taking place. Also,
London has a fair amount of rainfall throughout the
year, showing relatively high rainfall amounts in the two
months. This analysis would bring up the idea of having
some kind of retractable roof system and definitely
are large canopy system over the spectators.
With most track and field events in Europe taking
place in the summer or autumn months, runners and
hurdlers should not have the sun in their eyes as they
are approaching the finish line. And neither should
the spectators. The ideal orientation in the northern
hemisphere is to have the longitudinal axis of the track
15 degrees west of north.
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the client

London Organizing Committee
of the Olympic Games
The London Organizing Committee of the Olympic
and Paralympic Games (LOCOG) is responsible for
preparing and staging the 2012 Games. LOCOG is
led by Sebastian Coe (Chair) and Paul Deighton (Chief
Executive). It is based in Canary Wharf along with the
Olympic Delivery Authority. By the time of the 2012
Opening Ceremony around 100,000 people will be
working on the Games - including 3,000 staff, up to
70,000 volunteers and a large number of contractors.
LOCOG is responsible for staging a memorable Games
in 2012. We will deliver the best possible Olympic and
Paralympic Games experience for everyone involved,
ensuring a real legacy and inspiring people to join
in. LOCOG will let most of the contracts for services
to deliver and run the Games. Major procurement for
contracts starts in 2009. As well as staging the 2012
Games, LOCOG will also be responsible for staging
a series of test events in the year before the Games;
recruiting and training volunteers; and overseeing
the four year Cultural Olympiad leading up to the
Games.
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process documentation
london canal spaces

Overview
London’s canals and waterways have had a major
influence on the development and identity of the city
from the very beginning. The city has learned to
revolve and live around what the water can provide.
A number of waterways wind their way through the city
all originating off the primary water feature of the
city, the River Thames.
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Analysis
In regard to the canals and waterways near the Olympic
Park, most of which are grouped into what is known as
the Bow Back Rivers. These waterways are a fascinating
network of post-industrial canals that been underused,
neglected, and deserted for nearly 50 years. The
preparation for 2012 Olympics has become a catalyst
for the first steps towards restoration and water control
for these existing waterways. Ultimately, this East
London area would like to enable this features to have
the same impact other canals have had throughout
the city of London; they look to improve landscaping,
wayfinding, pathways, and signage to create a more
secure and clean environment. Some goals include
restoring the waterways to carry waste and recycling
from new developments being constructed near the
Olympic Park. Also, a goal is to attract some leisure
activities such as boat trips that may have restaurants,
residential units, and entertainment features. Some
boats may just be for human transportation.

Conclusion
In the reconfiguration of the Olympic Stadium in the
post-Games context, generating a concept to define
space that has proven to be successful is an important
step. In this case, adding canals and water features to
define space and create places for people to gather
around and/or use can create a constant and stationary
element to the design. Doing so can also help with
accessibility around the site and add a feature in
which London bases its growth and development on.
Water has always been an important piece of how
London became civilized and features like the River
Thames and Regent’s Canal still serve as attractions
for movement, life, energy, and growth. Uplifting the
canals and waterways that are already there can
rejuvenate the area and allow for more opportunity
for greenbelt walkways, pedestrian crossings, and
water transportation (public and private).
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process documentation
systematic architecture

An architectural system is the conceptual design that
defines the structure and/or behavior of a system. The
description of this could be broken down as a grouping
organized in a way that supports reasoning about the
structural properties of the system. A system is defined
as components or building blocks that are organized
through a plan from which results can be produced
and developed, and overall, each component will
work together to implement the system as a whole.
Each component is meant to have its own behavior
and purpose though it has cohesive and associated
characteristics within the larger structure.
This idea of systems architecture is relevant to the
process and continuum of the London Olympic Stadium
in the aftermath of the Games. Each component or
section of the stadium will hold characteristics similar
to one another for dynamic and operable purposes;
ideally, the building should contain static and constant
pieces and it should also contain flexible and dynamic
pieces. The interrelationships, principles, and guidelines
created by the infrastructure of the primary stadium
purpose will help govern the design and evolution over
time.
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Residential Units

Extended Stay Hotel Rooms

Offices

Medical Center Rooms

Movie Theater

Lecture Hall

Analysis
An analogy to compare systems architecture too is that
of the respiratory or circulatory system in the human
body. It regards the same idea of various different
components networked together to serve multiple
purposes, but each component relies on one another to
function. The diagram to the left shows how building
functions may be able to change uses while still having
the same overall structure and spacial quality. For
instance, residential units that are furnished can easily
be transformed or switched into an extended stay
hotel room for visitors, researchers, etc. who visit the
site. Also, the partitions can serve as operable masses
that can be moved one way or another to massage a
program into a given space.
Conclusion
Using some ideas of an architectural system, this
presents the concept of an ever-changing process
where building uses can be changed and spaces can
be changed to serve any given purpose. The site is
meant to have continuum of perpetual movement, but
then again, components in the system will be constructed
as constants to have a sense of permanence. In a
set amount of time, people will form the spaces and
functionality may become more concrete as popular
uses fall into place. A dynamic overview of what the
program can become makes for numerous possibilities
and outcomes to best serve the future of the site.
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process documentation
olympic training facilities

Overview
The United Kingdom in recent years has taken a proactive approach to updating or building Olympiccaliber training facilities, though most of the awareness
blew up after London received the bid for the 2012
Olympic Games.
In late 2007, Olympic Minister Tessa Jowell opened
up the new Lee Valley Athletics Centre in Picketts Lock
in Edmonton, a north London Borough of Enfield. After
completion, the Centre became the largest indoor and
outdoor athletics facility in the Greater London and
Southeast England area. Housing the only indoor
six-lane 200m track in South England, it is said to be
the hub for training and support for local athletes
preparing for the 2008 and 2012 Olympic Games
and beyond. Serving as a community facility for all
ages, the centre includes a number of amenities and
features:
Indoor
+ 200m, six-lane track
+ 130m sprint straight
+ 60m sprint straight
+ 500 permanent spectator seats
+ Full jumps provision
+ Specialist indoor throwing area (javelin and
shotput)
+ Strength and conditioning area
Outdoor
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+ 400m, eight-lane track
+ Field events infield
+ 350 covered spectator seats
+ Outdoor terraced area

Analysis
It’s interesting to look at Olympic Training facilities in
the United States compared to the United Kingdom. The
United States has multiple training facility campuses,
which include three main ones: Colorado Springs,
Colorado, Chula Vista, California, and Lake Placid,
New York. There are also Olympic Education facilities
scattered across the country. In England, locking up the
Olympic bid for 2012 has helped energize the entire
country into preparing for the Games in a number of
ways. State-of-the-art facilities to accommodate the
best athletes in the area are now being taken into
stronger consideration, and it is stated that London
and the British Olympic Association began working on
the bid in 1997. The awareness of preparation has
certainly increased across the country, for instance, a
vast number of sporting facilities all over the UK are
appearing in a London Organizing Committee PreGames Training Camp Guide. This guide is said to
help organizations across the country decide where
they base themselves or send individual athletes to
prepare and train for the Games. The list is to be
composed of the most elite facilities in each region,
certainly exposing the need for each and every gifted
athlete to compete with the world’s best come 2012.

Conclusion
Given the information received about the training
facilities in the London area, it seems the presence of
the Games has developed a number of opportunities
for cities and towns across the country to find incentive
for newer or newly renovated facilities. As for my
project, the idea of an Olympic Training facility on
site of the Athletics Stadium doesn’t seem to have
much justification. Then again, the track and facilities
will already be in place and designed in the highest
quality available for some of the best athletes in the
world. A key with this could be take bits and pieces of
the what is present for the Games and expose them for
public use in the post-Olympic context. Features like
the locker rooms, warm-up areas, weightrooms, etc. can
be re-used to serve a public purpose or even a fitness
center for the University planned for the Olympic
site. The excitement for 2012 has put London and
the surrounding area into a state of mind where the
country’s best athletes must compete and each make a
name for himself in front of the “home” crowd. With
the training now taking place at the best and newest
facilities available, the performance is anticipated to
be more consistent and expectations are considered to
be greater than before.
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process documentation
reuse of “ruins”

Analysis
The top image looks at Diocletian’s Palace in Croatia
to see how cultures have adapted to re-use ruins and
ancient structures aside from tours and visitations. In
this image, you see the space become a public space
where tables and seating are placed and obviously
very popular among the people in the city. Also, the
building skin of ruins is revealed and very obvious
while serving as an entrance into the space. The image
on the bottom shows the ruins of a castle in Canterbury,
England. As you can see, a cycling race is passing
by the ancient structure which serves as a checkpoint
that people can interact with in different ways. In this
case, the interaction involves a piece of architecture
to climb on and sit on. The ruins of the castle show
a more subtle approach to revealing what is left of
a monumental structure, although, it is something that
people recognize as a special element within the
experience of the context.
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Analysis
These two images show some more pictures of Atlanta’s
two stadiums: Fulton County Stadium and Olympic
Centennial Stadium/Turner Field. The top image
shows what it looked like after the transition to the
baseball configuration following the Olympics as the
old baseball stadium (Fulton County Stadium) was
being dismantled. To recognize what used to be there
in a subtle way, an effort was made to define spaces
by boundaries and exposed structures. The bottom
image shows the outline and baseball field mimic of
what used to be Fulton County Stadium on the upper
portion of the aerial photo. The lower portion of the
picture shows the baseball stadium and an outline of
where the north end of the Olympic Stadium used to
be by lining columns around the perimeter. Today,
these columns still establish a sense of entry into the
outfield seating area.
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process documentation
camden town london

Canals
Regent’s Canal runs through a large portion of Camden
Town offering anything from canalboat trips and taxis
to restaurant-side water elements. The canals also
serve as boundaries for the markets as food and
boutique stands line the sides of the water during the
busiest time periods. Canals are great attribute to
what defines the great city of London and the Camden
Town area fulfills the duty of using the canals to the
greatest ability.

Streetscapes & Entertainment
Shops line Camden High Street (the main thoroughfare
through the area) with colorful building facades
that serve as retail shops, restaurants, entertainment
venues, and pubs on the first floor and residential flats
on the above floors. A while back, the identity of the
streetscape was very independent, but now, a number
of food and retail chain outlets have moved in and
thrived, developing a variety of culinary traditions for
the area of London. The streets are busy more often
than not especially when the shops move outdoors and
have stands along the sidewalk, like in the picture to
the right.
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Markets
The picture to the left shows a map of Camden Lock
Market. As you can see, there are multiple areas where
the market takes place, and each one holds its own
name. The site uses warehouses for shops as well as
dividing up the space, and has been doing so since the
early 1970s when the market was only supposed to be
temporary and the canal trade was diminished. The
Camden Lock Market was originally a craft market,
but in the mid 1990s, a trading act was established
and that led to a wider range of goods at the market
that included sales of clothing, jewelry, books, antiques,
etc. Today, the markets in the area continue to flourish,
grow, and re-develop themselves.

Demographic
The inhabitants of Camden Town are known to have
a liberal attitude with associations to popular culture.
A number of establishments have made a name for
themselves for creating an alternative culture catering
to followers of punk and Goth subcultures inspired by
music and forms of artistic expression. Because of this
well-known attitude, the demographic becomes young
adults and young radicals that continue to carry the
mindset of “thinking outside the box” and looking for
alternative motives of expression and lifestyle.
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process documentation
stadium to neighborhood

Analysis
For sense of scale and community attributes,
superimposition and overlay of specific conditions
may help in decisions of what a space can become.
In this case, the stadium perimeter is outlined and
shown on top of a neighborhood setting, in this case,
the Camden Town area of North London. Once this is
done, an idea of the stadium scale can be somewhat
defined and compared to a normal parcel or building
in a neighborhood/community setting. Camden Town
becomes a great example of what this site can become
simply because it provides a great number of diverse
and adaptable areas that become reliant on constants
like canals, streetscapes, and transportation systems.
camdenguide.co.uk
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stadium perimeter on site

stadium perimeter
with neighborhood
superimposed on
olympic stadium
site

stadium perimeter
superimposed
over camden town
neighborhood
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process documentation
camden town program

What is in the Camden Lock area?

camden town panorama

Below is a list of what is present in the area of
Camden Town that was analyzed:
+ Holiday Inn (Lodging)
+ Media
- CBS Outdoor
- Associated Press
+ Corner Pubs
+ Shops
- Restaurants
- Coffee Shops
- Tattoo & Piercing Parlors
- Clothing Stores
- Boutique Stores
- Other
+ The Open University of
(Education)
+ Market (Indoor & Outdoor)
+ Studios
+ Offices
+ Flats (Residential)
+ Canal
+ Commercial
+ Mixed-Use
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London

56m

My Program
+ Pedestrian/bicycle friendly
+ Grocery Store
+ Coffee Shops
+ Local and Ethnic Eateries
+ Parkspace with Trees
+ Atmospheric Bars/Pubs
+ Public Transportation accessibility

+ Encouragement of arts and
forward-thinking
commercial/retail
media & business
retail & shops (1st floor) residential (2nd floor & up)
lodging
education (university)
market hall (retail & shops)
outdoor market space

+ Safe Educational System
- University/Research Facility
+ Hospital/Medical Center (nearby)
+ Places to work nearby
+ Fitness Center

+ Market Space (indoor &
outdoor)
+ Media

+ Canal/Waterway
+ Retail/Residential
+ Lodging
+ Olympic Museum

railway
main roadway
canal/waterway
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process documentation
attracting the target

Analysis
To the right is an analysis of the Power & Light District in
downtown Kansas City, Missouri. This shopping, dining,
and entertainment district of downtown is only a couple
years old, but has already flourished as a hot-spot for
young professional entertainment and nightlife.
The successful aspect of this redevelopment was the
outdoor area (which today has a canopy over it) that
serves as a multipurpose area for concerts, dancing,
convocations, plaza space, restaurant seating, and
more. From personal experience, the space acts as
a overflow for more activity from the restaurants and
clubs that surround the central area. Each time I have
visited, the central cavity is the place you want to be
as it becomes the most lively area attracting people to
dance to music or sit and enjoy overlooking the space.
Besides the entertainment area, the catalyst for the
redevelopment involved the Spring Center sports arena
with some retail shops lining the streets to the west.
Also, something of note was the parking in the back
behind the retail and mixed-used area adding more
of a pedestrian “feel” to the front side. Reasoning
for doing this had a lot to do with the limitations of
a downtown/urban site. For my project, the idea of
something like this as a market space in the morning
and an entertainment spot in the evening becomes
intriguing. Also, the canopy used for the stadium could
carry over and become a strong recognizable element
in the new mixed-use space.
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Entertainment/Retail
Commercial/Retail

Public Space
& Outdoor
Seating
w/ Stage
(approx.
7,000m)

Entertainment/Retail

Mixed-Use

Mixed-Use

Parking

Parking
65m
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process documentation
urban park space study

Russell Square - London
This urban park covering approximately 90,000
square meters sits in the dense urban context of London
providing a little greenspace in the middle of city.
The park shields itself from the surrounding roadways
providing a sense of boundary and separation from the
vehicular world. This park has a strong combination of
education, civic (museum), and commercial destinations
for many different demographics. There are a number
of residential flats surrounding the park on ground
level as well; this is a bit different than that of an
urban park in New York City where most of the ground
level spaces are retail and shop spaces to attract those
people going to the parkspace.

Residential

Residential/
Commercial
Commercial/
Lodging

Education
(University)

Residential

90m

Museum
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Washington Square - New York City
Like Russell Square in London, a vast number of the
people that use the parkspace are college students
and faculty members that attend or work at the
adjacent academic institution. This park, which is
approximately 145,000 square meters, adds a fairly
large focal point with an arch and fountain area cutting
directly through the middle of the park. Also, this park
has three of the four sides occupied by educational
facilities creating an even higher tendency for young
adult interaction. In New York City, the urban parks
become more successful when they are a bit larger
than something like Russell Square because of the
scale of the adjacent and surrounding buildings. With
a park of this size, you can be in the middle of the park
surrounded by trees and other elements and not feel
as overpowered considering New York City has more
high-rise towers than London.

Education/Residential

Residential

Education
(University)

Education/Residential

90m

Entertainment
(Opera)

Retail/Residential
Museum
Covered Market Space
Retail/Residential
Covered Market Space

Retail/Residential

56m

Covent Garden - London
This area of London is the epitome of a popular
public space that gets used for a number of different
purposes. This fact alone becomes important in finding
what about it creates a means for activity and multiuse spaces. The nucleus of this area becomes the large
covered market space (approximately 11,000 square
meters) that hold a number of stalls and booths for
anything from artwork to musical instruments. When
looking at the image of Covent Garden, you can see
that there are covered stalls on the outside of the two
main open-air market spaces showing that a means of
expansion can take place. Even though the two main
roofs are immovable, there are still smaller modules
for coverage that can be used to make the most of
the space. On the southwest side of the large covered
market space, there is an open space where street
performers often gather people around to entertain.
Around the market area, there are a number of retail
stores, coffee shops, restaurants, and pubs that line the
streets. Above those, there are studios, flats, offices,
etc. To the east of the market spaces, there is some
entertainment and tourist destinations like the Opera
and the London Transport Museum that attract more
than just the locals. From personal experience, Covent
Garden was rarely unused in some way. Even when
the weather was unfavorable, there was still live music
and people walking around. On nice days, this space
is one of the most active places in London.
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process documentation
what makes up a ‘neighborhood’

What makes a great neighborhood community?
According to many, much of the debate boils down to a
number of the same ideas and thoughts. The following
are some of the most popular demands according to
urbanindy.com with the bold points as possible uses in
my program:
+ Pedestrian/bicycle friendly
+ Grocery Store
+ Coffee Shops
+ Local and Ethnic Eateries
+ Parkspace with Trees
+ Atmospheric Bars/Pubs
+ Public Transportation accessibility
+ Encouragement of arts and forward-thinking
+ Safe Educational System
+ Places of Worship
+ Hospital/Medical Center (nearby)
+ Children’s Playgrounds
+ Dog friendly areas
+ Places to work nearby
+ Necessity availability nearby
- Hardware Store, Electronics, Salon,
Mechanic, Plumbing, Daycare, Bakery,
Butcher, Bank, Library, Pharmacy, Other

Greifswald (Germany) Market space
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http://www.communityrecoverynetwork.com

Sacca Fisola Market space
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process documentation
structural breakdown

Populous, the architecture firm responsible for
designing the Olympic Stadium, helped London
get the bid for the 2012 Summer Olympic
Games by proposing a design a temporary
upper seating tier, a very sustainable approach
to architecture under these circumstances. This
project uses the drawings, sections, and images
[below] as references to organize and specify
the program, structure, and materials.

temporary vs permanent
structure in section

the blue temporary structure will be dissected
and accounted for; the gray permanent structure
will serve as a foundation and framework for
new buildings
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lower level floor plan

platform level floor plan
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process documentation
structural breakdown

[one single bay]

the stadium has

[28 total bays]

of temporary structure that
can be dissected to explore
each component’s attributes
[four different sections
of one single bay will be
analyzed]
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4

2

[fabric, lights, & cables]

[steel & concrete plinths]

1

3

[compression tubes]

[steel rakers & cross-beams]
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process documentation
structural breakdown

Connector 3
used in section 1

Connector 4
used in section 1

connectors
To the right are plans and sections of the
connection pieces for the temporary structure
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Connector 2
used in section 1

Connector 1
used in section 3

[Section 1]compression tubes
+ 28 of these sections
+ 26 #1 connections per section
+ 9 #2 connections per section
+ 2 #3 connections per section

total number of pieces to work with
56
56
56
112
112
56
112
56
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process documentation
structural breakdown

64
112
112
64
12
36
4
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[Section 2]steel & concrete plinths

4
48

+ 28 of these sections
+ 20 #1 connections per section

60
64

[Section 3]steel rakers & cross-beams
+ 28 of these sections
+ 40 #1 connections per section

64

6

30
784
224
12

112
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process documentation
structural breakdown

[Section 4]fabric, lights, & cables
+ 28 of these sections
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How can dissecting
the stadium structure
lead to a particular
design aesthetic?

Given that the structural materials are crucial
to the development of this project, there are
particular high-tech architecture precedents that
have qualities relevant to bolted connections
and revealing detail; an aesthetic sure to be
prevalent in this project.

New York Times Bulding - Renzo Piano
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process documentation
schematic design

There are 3
building types in
this project
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+ Given the large scale of this project
site, developing 3 different building types
would breakdown the design to a greater
detail and provide a framework and
typology for the architectural aesthetic for
all the other buildings on the site

[free-form] they would be dynamic spaces, in this case, spaces and attractions

+ In order to develop the site in phases, an
adaptable entertainment and attraction building
type (free-form) was to be developed initially
using the structural steel and other materials used
for the Olympic Stadium.
+ A ‘community’ is made up of numerous building
types; these 3 building types can define all that
is needed to establish a setting that humans can
adapt to.

[living] once again, dynamic spaces, simply because a hotel room can easily be an

that will evolve as a catalyst for people to feel inclined to live on-site

apartment, and an apartment can be a condo, and a condo can be hotel room

[commercial] office space, retail, meeting spaces, convention spaces

Church of the Sacred Heart Allmann Sattler Wappner

Modern Row Houses

[free-form]

[living]

[commercial]

Hemeroscopium HouseEnsamble Studio
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process documentation
schematic design

2

proposed total footprint [approx. 76,400 m ]
2
total stadium footprint [approx. 80,000 m ]
2
proposed total square meters [approx. 224,800 m ]
2
total stadium square meters [approx. 420,000 m ]
program

2

amphitheater [7,000 m ]
2

lodging [8,000 m ]
2

plaza/market space [5,000+ m ]
2

shops, retail, & dining [64,000 m ]
2

free-form interactive visitor center & olympic museum [14,300+ m ]
2

small retail & commercial [96,800 m ]
2

free-form entertainment, dining, arts center & museum [8,000-15,000 m ]
2

post-secondary research and development institution [16,800 m -2 floors]
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section bb

process documentation
schematic design

[phase 4] develop living and
commercial spaces

[phase 3] construct the free-form
buildings for entertainment and
attractions

[phase 2] superimpose a grid
based off of the stadium structural
foundations, pilings, etc.; nodes are
introduced throughout the site

[phase 1-part 2] dismantle the
temporary structure

[phase 1] integrate a program into
existing permanent structure

site phasing
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[living]

[free-form]

single-bedroom
hotel unit/
apartment unit
(approx. 135 m2)

two-bedroom condo/
hotel unit/apartment
2
unit (approx. 156 m )

[commercial]

free-form building types are dynamic—in this
case, spaces and attractions that will evolve
as a catalyst for people to feel inclined and
interested to live on-site

living building types are once again dynamic
spaces, simply because a hotel room can easily
be an apartment unit, and an apartment unit
can be a condo, and a condo can be hotel room

commercial building types include office,
retail, meeting, and convention spaces—and
nodes, which can be sculptures, installations,
shops, structures, etc.

floor plans
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process documentation
schematic design

[free-form]

structural system is in
place (7.9m for lateral
bracing and 10.31m for
vertical) to define the
spaces under a larger
roof system

schematic renderings
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the free-form building type
is meant to service multiple
purposes from restaurant
spaces to meeting/convention/
lecture hall spaces

throughout the
schematic design
process, an
important factor
was to reveal the
structural make-up
of these recycled
materials

[living]

reuse of stadium
canopy fabric for
building facade
shading system

[commercial]

market tent
[reuse fabric for canopy]

the upper
portion of the
compression truss
has capabilities
of serving other
purposes on the site

footbridge
[reuse steel and concrete]

band shell for
amphitheater
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process documentation
schematic design

reuse of exterior
compression truss

schematic renderings
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MATERIAL REUSE free-form|living|commercial

reuse of structural stadium truss
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process documentation
schematic design

free-form renderings
111
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final documentation
final design documentation

ICONTINUUM

[FINAL PRODUCTION]
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114

1

existing service entrance and loading dock

2

recreation facility using the existing locker rooms, indoor
running lanes, and open spaces for weightrooms, multipurpose rooms, and offices

3

service bridge and loading dock for the island structures

4

neighborhood security, law enforcement, and site
maintenance offices

5

parking structure built on the lower level using the
existing roadway under the platform for vehicular
access; for neighborhood residents and workers
only [the organization of the parking structure
would continue the radial stadium grid beyond
what is existing]

6

westside terrace area consisting of
neighborhood necessity buildings [post
office, drug store, bank, etc.] and
residential buildings

7

waterway district consisting of restaurants,
pubs, and other public spaces

8

2

3

4

london olympic museum [interactive exhibits, theater,
40m sprint zone, site tours, etc.]

site plan - lower level
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1

SITE PLAN
longitudinal section

5

N

9

recreational greenspace within the commercial buildings
[reuse the track infield turf]

10

existing stadium seating bay to provide a canopy
structure for the marketspace below [all pieces remain
with an additional mesh screen wrapping the sides]

11

mixed-use building with mezzanines for covered
amphitheater seating

12

amphitheater with existing terracing and existing
stadium bay as a canopy structure [the bandshell for the
amphitheater is constructed out of two compression truss
systems, concrete, and the fabric canopy material]

13

convention center

14

radial gardens and greenspaces

15

skylights are lined along the platform edge
above the parking lot to allow daylight
into the space below; the south portion of
the site above the parking is intended to
be a large built-up greenspace subject to
expansion possibilities in future phasing

9

10

8
6

11

7
12
16
13

14
16

canal infill representing the shape of the stadium
track; boundaries are adjusted in certain locations
depending on the program adjacent to the water

site plan - platform level
transverse section

15

N
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platform level

platform level

1

deconstruction of temporary stadium
structure

2

lower level

6

site layer chronology
117

deconstruct concrete platform to create
voids above the canal

platform level
11

plan a greenspace and skylights above
the parking structure

stadium bays remain as canopy for
amphitheater and market

lower level

7

adjust the boundaries of the canal near the
market/museum area, amphitheater, and
dining district

lower level
12 construct vehicular service bridge to island
[reuse steel, concrete]

3

planning for commercial grid and
organization

4

lower level

8

construct access road and underground
parking structure; continue radial structural
grid from stadium to support the concrete
construction

configure pathway/sidewalk organization
along canal

permanent stadium structure is reprogrammed into usable spaces for
the neighborhood [recreation facility,
neighborhood security and law
enforcement, service access, etc.]

5

9

construct terracing bridge and platform
over future access road

10

lower level & platform level
14

construct commercial platforms and vertical
circulation

canal infill from adjacent waterways
forming the outline of the track

lower level

lower level & platform level

lower level
13

lower level

lower level

platform level

configure and reuse vertical circulation
shafts for access to platform level from
lower level; construct access bridges to
island

platform level
15

construct pedestrian bridges over canal
based on the commercial grid
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lower level & platform level

lower level & platform level
16

establish the radial grid based on existing
stadium structural organizaton for residential
development

17

lower level & platform level
construct commercial buildings in dining
district and westside terrace area; includes
21
restaurants, pubs, and neighborhood
necessities [reuse steel, corrugated metal,
canvas; new glass, steel]

site layer chronology
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platform level
integrate new paving materials to platform
26 surfaces [reuse york stone, granite, brick, and
other materials from the original industrial site]

construct the amphitheater venue [reuse
compression truss, steel, concrete]

lower level & platform level
22

construct residential platform structures
[reuse steel, concrete, york stone, pavers;
new glass, steel]

platform level
27 deconstruct voids into platform near
vertical circulation shafts

lower level
construct london olympic museum [reuse
18 compression truss, steel, concrete, corrugated
metal]

lower level & platform level
19

construct commercial buildings; define
spaces around amphitheater, museum,
and market space first, all based on the
commercial grid [reuse steel, corrugated
metal, canvas; new glass, metal, steel, demetal materials]

lower level

lower level & platform level

setback stadium terracing to create
23 division wall in residential area adjacent
to dining district

construct residential buildings [reuse steel,
24 concrete, cement, corrugated metal, timber;
new glass, metal, steel]

platform level
develop recreational greenspace within
20 commercial buildings [reuse olympic
stadium infield turf]

lower level
landscape spaces along the canal in
25 residential areas [plant trees, shrubs, and
turf; install benches]

platform level
28 establish platform gardens for residents on
the south and west sides of the site
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WESTSIDE TERRACE

FLOOR PLANS

3-bedroom unit [three floors] 2-bedroom unit [two floors]

key points about
the residential units
1

121

residents can park their car
at the underground parking
structure on the south side of
the site, and walk about the
neighborhood without any
vehicular interaction

2

the end of the 1-bedroom
unit buildings have an
elevator to access both levels
[on the south side of the site
above the parking structure,
the elevator services the
lower level as well as the
platform level]

3

all three unit sizes allow for
plenty of natural daylight
into the space; this is possible
through the rooftop skylight,
perpendicular to true south
windows, floor-to-ceiling
windows, and other interior
light shafts

first floor
second floor

second floor

first floor

third floor

1-bedroom unit [one unit per floor]

first floor

section through 3-bedroom and 1-bedroom units

second floor
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WATERWAY DISTRICT

FLOOR PLANS

waterway district floor plan [lower level]
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section BB through westside terrace and waterway district

waterway district floor plan [platform level]

WESTSIDE TERRACE

view looking east down circulation bridge corridor from greenspace
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2
3
1

4

6
9
10

5
7

8

WESTSIDE TERRACE
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AERIAL VIEW

1

existing elevator shaft serving the end units [on
two of the residential units above the parking
structure, the elevator serves as a mode of
vertical circulation from the platform level to the
underground level]

2

south-facing window in master bedroom [each
residential unit has a window on the top level
perpendicular to the true south direction]

3

rotatable roof skylight that can be adjusted to
maximize sunlight into the stair shaft

4

circulation bridge corridor supported by existing
stadium concrete pillars and two 34m steel stadium
raker trusses

5

canal level

6

greenspace using the permanent stadium bowl
terracing

7

neighborhood necessity buildings [post office,
bank, barber shops, etc.]

8

reused stadium structural steel

9

intensive green roof [capable of growing smaller
vegetation]

10

patio space recessed below platform level
interior rendering of level 2 in a 3-bedroom unit
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why on a radial grid?

skylight zoom

the permanent stadium structural organization, which is
on the south and west sides of the site, holds a radial
grid [thus the residential units organized above the
permanent stadium platform reuse the existing piling,
structural columns, and organizational grid

inside the shaft, there is an
attached railbar that can be used
manually to rotate the angle of
the skylight in order to maximize
daylight into the interior

3

9
reused corrugated metal cladding
from the industrial buildings original to
the site will be reused for the exterior
of the skylight

2

besides serving as a means to allow
natural daylight into the north side
of the interior, the weather resistant
and watertight skylight door can be
opened for ventilation and to access
the roof garden

3-bedroom unit
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the existing stadium concrete columns
will remain in use as structural
foundations for the residential buildings
[in this case, the reused stadium steel
will be bolted to the concrete using two
steel plates and concrete infill

3-bedroom
unit
axonometric
analysis by
level

2

3-BED UNIT one of the three residential unit sizes
on site [also 2-bed and 1-bed units]

4

the roof level of the unit; contains a skylight shaft and
an intensive green roof capable of growing shrubs,
flowers, edibles, etc. [also, weathered-wood is used as
decking on the roof surface between the garden and
the skylight]

the main floor of the unit; holds the kitchen, lounge
area, dining table, and weathered-wood balcony
that wraps around from the south side of the unit to
the west side

3

1

the bedroom level of the unit; two bedroom spaces
that allow natural daylight into the interior, especially
the master bedroom with the perpendicular southfacing window and skylight band

the high ceiling provides the entry level with great volume for natural
daylight through clerestory windows on the north and south sides and a
floor-to-ceiling window system on the west side
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129

view looking west at
neighborhood necessity
buildings, terraced
greenspace, and
residential units
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WATERWAYDISTRICT

131

132

WATERWAY DISTRICT

AERIAL VIEW

1

reused stadium structural steel

2

reused corrugated metal from industrial
warehouse buildings original to the
olympic stadium site

3

6

outdoor cast-in-place concrete patio for
restaurant/pub seating

4

elevator shaft with translucent glass
material, metal framing, and crossbracing cables reused from the stadium
canopy system

5

vertical operable glass wall system

reused stadium compression truss
component [16.5m tall white tube
steel upright with cast-in-place
concrete foundations]

7

elevator shaft from the island
platform level to the canal level
[glass and steel]

8

reused 34m steel stadium raker truss
supporting the elevator walkway

9

canal [infilled by the adjacent
waterways around the site; mimics
the track shape on the lower level]

10

concrete steps terracing down into
the canal

6

4

5

7

1

3

8
2

10

9
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material detail &
juxtaposition
this detail shows the corner of
the restaurant building which
incorporates a sloped metal
roof allowing water to runoff into the gutter system that
eventually transports water
to the canal; this detail also
shows the reused corrugated
metal, reused structural steel,
and vertical operable glass
wall system

fabric canopy connection
this detail shows the reused
translucent stadium canopy fabric
that is intended to serve the purpose
of covering the outdoor seating
from rain, direct sunlight, etc.; the
connection is similar to a drape
that can be drawn and controlled
by a simple pulley system from the
outdoor seating level

lighting integration
within the compression truss tubes,
particular systems to make the space
functional are integrated; in this case,
lighting systems are integrated by
attaching a track to the diagonal
steel tubes and puncturing the surface
for conduit and wiring access
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exterior rendering from lower
level looking at the restaurant
outdoor seating

135

interior rendering of upper level
restaurant/pub
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PHYSICAL MODELS

137

waterway district/
westside terrace model
the model below shows a section of the waterway
district and westside terrace organized along the canal
and public space; this area of the neighborhood was
very crucial in understanding how the public spaces
transition into the private residential spaces

138

139

140

site model
the model below shows the surrounding conditions and
development in the stratford area as preparation
continues for the 2012 olympic games
to the right are iterations of the neighborhood
development progressing from left to right
nov 2009

nov 2009

feb-apr 2010

141

dec 2009

142
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